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ABSTRACT
This paper develops an open-economy model of the business cycle. The
nominal prices in the model are flexible and monetary nonneutrality is
developed using information confusion about the sources of disturbances to
demand coupled with differential persistence of demand shocks. Firms use
inventories to smooth their production, and consumers follow a stochastic
permanent income expenditure function. The major implication of the model
is that unperceived monetary disturbances improve the terms of trade and
increase real output in contrast to sticky price models in which the terms











This paper develops an open—economy model of the business cycle that may
be useful for distinguishing among the competing explanations of cyclical
fluctuations. As is common with all modern theories of cyclical fluctuations,
we seek an explanation of the observed fluctuations in real income and the
comovements of real income and other aggregate time series that is based on
rational behavior. The main advantage of our framework is its ability to
encompass stylized versions of the most popular business cycle models in a
common framework. This facilitates testing of the implications of the
theories and highlights the additional implications that arise from
development of the model in an open economy setting.
Most current explanations of business cycles that allow for
nonneutralities of money are of one of two types: (a) the information—
confusion models developed by Lucas (1972, 1975) and based on the Phelps
(1969) "islands" paradigm and (b) the nominal precommitment models based on
the work of Gray (1976), Fischer (1977), and Taylor (1979).1 Although these
models were developed for analysis of hypothetical closed economies,
extensions of the models to open economies followed quite directly. The
information—confusion models were first extended by Leiderman (1979) and early
extensions of the nominal—precommitment models include Turnovsky (1976) and
Flood (1979).2 Unfortunately, the substantive differences between the two
types of models occur in many dimensions other than ,information confusion
versus nominal precommitment. Because the sets of models are not derived from
the same underlying framework but are designed to explain the same set of
empirical regularities, it is difficult to develop a test that can reject one
set of models while failing to reject the other set.
For this reason our strategy in this paper is to develop an open economy
business cycle model within a class of models capable of encompassing both theinformation—confusion models and the nominal—precommitment models. The model
developed here is a flexible price model that is very much in the spirit of
the information—confusion models but without the islands paradigm. The basic
structure of the model, though, is similar to that of Flood and Hodrick (1985)
where nominal precommitments are essential to the monetary portion of the
business cycle. In this paper we develop a model that has monetary
nonneutrality with flexible prices, but it can also he solved with nominal
precommitments. Our goal is to derive restrictions on data that differ across
the models, where the reason for the differing implications is essentially
related to information confusion versus nominal precommitment.
I.An Informal Preview
Our model owes much to several recent studies. We use the cost—smoothing
inventor model popularized by Blinder and Fischer (1981) and others as the
center piece of the production side of the model.3 The influence of money on
real economic activity is modeled using information confusion about the
sources of disturbances to demand coupled with the persistence of demand
shocks as suggested by Lucas (1977). The importance of the persistence of
demand shocks arises quite naturally in the cost—smoothing inventory model.
Since firms must meet demand either out of inventories or out of new
production, the persistence of a perceived shock to demand influences the
firms' optimal responses. The more persistent is the perceived disturbance to
demand, the more a firmrespondswith increases in Its relative price and its
output
The consumer side of the model draws on work by Flavin (1981) on the
permanent income model of consumption. Flavin introduced a transitory—3--
component to the permanent income consumption function, and this aggregate
disturbance in consumers' tastes between expenditure and saving plays an
important role in our model. As Flavin noted, a disturbance today that causes
consumption to be higher than permanent income depletes assets resulting in
lower permanent income in the future and lower expected future consumption.5
In addition to the exDenditure shock, we assume that aggregate demand for
the home good contains a random disturbance that shifts demand between home
and foreign goods. In our framework both shocks are white noise, but because
the expenditure shock alters permanent income directly while the relative
demand shock does not, the response of firms to an observed demand shock
composed of the two unobserved disturbances depends on their perceptions of
the composition of the shock. In particular, since a positive expenditure
shock is expected to lower future expenditure and demand directly while a
positive relative demand shock has no direct influence on expected future
demand, the relative demand shock is more persistent than is the expenditure
shock. Consequently, firms react more strdngly with relative prices and
output to a shock perceived to be a relative change in demand between home and
foreign goods than to a shock perceived to he a disturbance to saving and
expenditure.
Firms are assumed to know actual demand when they make their decisions
for the period, but they do not know the composition of the stochastic
component of demand. They use the information in their environment to infer
values of the two disturbances. In addition to actual demand, firms are
assumed to be able to observe all prices being charged by other firms, both
foreign and domestic, and the quantities being produced by other firms.
Firms gain additional information from the economy—wide asset markets
that are represented here by an economy—wide money market. There is useful—4—
additional information in the money market because the demand for money
depends on the total level of expenditure by domestic residents, which in turn
depends on the expenditure shock. Therefore, by combining their observations
on interest rates and prices with the other variables in their information
set, firms obtain a second signal concerning the expenditure disturbance.
This second signal is not, however, a direct observation of the
expenditure disturbance because it is contaminated with other money market
disturbances——most importantly the money—supply disturbance. Since we assume
that firms do not see the actual money supply used by agents for transactions
immediately, the asset—market signal is known to contain both the expenditure
disturbance and a money—supply disturbance. Both a positive money—supply
disturbance and a negative expenditure disturbance generate incipient excess
supply in the money market and require equilibrating movements in observable
interest rates and prices to bring the money market back to equilibrium.
Since firms do not know the sources of the observed equilibrating movements,
they remain less than completely informed about the expenditure disturbance.
An unperceived shock to the supply of money has real effects in our model
because firms confuse the movements in interest rates and prices that are due
to the money—supply disturbance with the unobservable expenditure shock. To
understand the effect in more detail, suppose that the three disturbances, the
expenditure shock, the relative demand shock, and the money—supply shock, are
all uncorrelated white noises with zero means and finite variances. In a
typical period some finite value of each disturbance will occur, but for
illustration consider a hypothetical period where the realization of the
expenditure and relative demand disturbances are both zero and the realization
of the money—supply disturbance is positive. From the money market, the firms—5—
see a signal indicating a corrected excess supply of money. Because rational
agents know that money—supply and expenditure disturbances normally both
occur, the firms attribute part of the signal to a positive money supply
disturbance and part of the signal to a negative expenditure disturbance.
Since both the expenditure and relative demand shocks are actually zero in
this example, the firms also observe that the composite demand shock is
zero. Since the firms believe that the expenditure shock is negative, they
perceive a positive relative demand shock toward the home good that exactly
offsets the perceived negative expenditure shock.
Because firms respond more with relative price and output the more
persistent is the demand shock, the firms' positive output and price responses
to the comparatively persistent relative demand shock are larger than their
negative relative price and output responses to the perceived negative
expenditure shock. Thus, the firms' overall responses to their perceptIons
are positive relative price and output movements resulting front a positive
money supply disturbance.
A formal presentation of our results follows in the next three sections
and in the Appendix. In Section II we develop the real side of the model, and
in Section III we present the monetary side of the model and combine the real
and monetary sides of the model to give a complete reduced form solution for
real aggregates. In Section IV we explore empirically the new implication of
our model —thatmonetary shocks are positively correlated with an economy's
terms of trade. This implication stands in contrast to the implication of
sticky—price models such as Dornbusch (1976) and Mussa (1982) and wage
indexing models such as Flood and Marion (1982), where monetary shocks are
negatively correlated with an economy's terms of trade. We present in the—6—
text only what is required to follow the argument. Most of the formalities
are presented in the Appendix.
II •TheReal Side
Our model is of a medium—sized open economy. The country is large in the
markets for Its own output and' its own money, hut the country is small in the
markets for goods produced abroad. Domestic currency prices of all goods are
endogenous as is the domestic nominal rate of interest and the exchange rate.6
We assume that J firms in the domestic economy produce output and hold
Inventories of that output. The goods of the firms are slightly
differentiated from each other but possess a meaningful dimension along which
they may be aggregated.7
The problem facing an individual firm is to maximize the discounted
expected value of its real profits:
max E fRev(t+I) —Cost(t+i)}o1 {R N } (1) t+i, t+i i=O
where is the relative price of the goods produced by firm j at time t In
terms of the domestic price level, is firm j's stock of inventory at
time t and a is the discount factor.8 The expectation operator conditional on
period t information is Et(.). The revenue of firm j at time t is equal to
the firm's relative price times the demand for its product,
Rev1(t) = Demand for firm l's product, D, is equal to that firm's
proportionate share of aggregate demand plus a term reflecting a negative







where Dt is total demand for domestic output, and R is the average relative
t J
price of home goods in terms of the price level,
i=1
The total demand for domestic output, Dt, is the sum of domestic demand
and foreign demand. We assume a linar form for aggregate demand,
DtPo —"1t+ )2Xt+ dt , >0, 1 =0,1,2, (3)
where X is aggregate real expenditure by domestic residents on all goods and
dt is a white noise demand disturbance between home and foreign goods. It is
assumed that is determined in accord with Flavin's (1981) development of
Friedman's (1957) permanent income model.9 Flavin (1981) defined permanent
income at time t to be the constant resource. flow that can be expected to be
maintained for the remainder of the individual consumer's infinite horizon
given time t information. If expenditure is set equal to permanent income
plus a disturbance to the expenditure decision, Flavin (1981) demonstrated
that the real expenditure process satisfies
x x_1 + Ut —au1+ (4)
where u is the expenditure disturbance at time t which is assumed to be white




Aggregate output at time t is and we assume that consumers use the same
discount factor as firms, a.
Notice in (4) that last period's expenditure shock,U1,lowerscurrent
expenditure at the rate a1 as compared with last period's expenditure. If a
positive u1 occurred last period, then expenditure was raised over permanent
income by the amount of that disturbance which lowers future wealth by the
amount of the disturbance. This lowers permanent Income by the real rate of
Interest times the disturbance. Since a' is equal to one plus the real rate
of interest, the period t—1 expendlture• disturbance causes expenditure at t to
be lower than expenditure at t1 by
The two consumption shocks discussed earlier, the expenditure disturbance
and the relative demand disturbance, are represented by the Ut and the d
shocks, respectively. Notice that when both shocks have the same time series
properties, the dt shock will have a more persistent effect on demand than the
Ut shock because the latter is "corrected" through a uniformly lower expected
future level of expenditure.
The revision in discounted real income, in equation (5), is inherently
nonlinear in R and Y. To keep the model linear we use the following
approximation:
RY =K+KR +KY. (6) tt 0it 2t
No foreign elements appear explicitly in the demand for home goods. The
relative price term in the demand function should, however, be interpreted as
including both domestic and foreign responses to relative price. The relative
demand disturbance may also be interpreted as including foreign influences.—9—
Each firm's costs in each period consist of two elements, production








The cost entering the firm's problem in (1) is the sum of the two costs in (7)
and (8). The cost in (7) is a quadratic production cost function where the
linear coefficient on firm output, depends on a constant, 1' on an
economy—wide cost shock, kt, which we assume to be white noise and to be known
by firms at t, and on aggregate output, Y. The cost shock is related through
duality to the productivity shock popular in many macroeconomic models. Cost
shocks allow the model to be consistent with the observed positive correlation
of output and inventories documented by Blinder (1981).10 The presence of
J
aggregate output, Y = Y, in the firm's cost function is intended to
j=1
capture a presumed positive correlation of production costs with the business
cycle. For example, if real wages rise with aggregate output, then this term
would capture such correlation. The cost term in (8) is a quadratic inventory
holding cost function. Holding costs at time tdependon beginning of period
inventories, &.Further,the linear term in this function depends on
t J
aggregate inventories, Ntl = N_1, to reflect the presumed increase in
:1=1
storage—space rents when aggregate inventories are high. We allow negative
inventories and interpret them as backlogged orders as in Blinder and Fischer
(1981), Blinder (1982) and Eichenbaum (1983, 1984).h1.— 10—
Sincesales are equal to demand in this framework, firms face the
intertemporal constraint
(9)
which states that output either fills demand or is used for inventory
accumulation. We use (9) to eliminate as a decision variable in the firm's
problem. Hence, in the firm's maximization problem (1) the choice variables
are current values and planned sequences of relative prices and inventories,
R+j and N+j, i = 0,1,..., with the initial inventory stock, N1, as a
predetermined state variable.
The solution of (1) can be characterized by a sequence of Euler equations
having an intuitive interpretation. Maximization of (1) with respect
to R and all expected future values of R+i yields the condition that in any
period marginal revenue from sales should be equal to the marginal cost of
production (hut sales need not equal production). Maximization with respect
to and the sequence of expected future values of yields the
intertemporal condition that the marginal cost of production at time t+i plus
the discounted cost of storage from time t+i until time t+i+1 must equal the
expected discounted marginal cost of production at time t+i+1. Hence, the
firm is indifferent at the margin between producing a unit and selling it this
period or storing the unit, incurring the cost of storage, and expecting to
sell the unit next period. In Appendix A we record these Euler equations for
a typical firm.
Since our concern is with the aggregate of all firms, we assume that the
cost coefficients are identical across firms. The linear demand functions
combined with quadratic costs yield linear Euler equations that may be summed— 11—
acrossfirms to get the "aggregate Euler equations" reported below. The
algebra involved in our problem is greatly simplified if we work with the
special case of the aggregate Euler equations resulting when J +(i.e., the
number of firms becomes indefinitely large).12
The aggregate Euler equations at time t for urn J +are the following:
+ k + (10)
and
+ k + yY) + a6NEa(â + k+ 2+1• (11)
Equation (10) sets marginal revenue from sales equal to marginal cost of
production and equation (11) equates marginal cost of production plus
discounted marginal storage cost to expected discounted future marginal
cost. Since we assumed particular time series processes for the model's real
disturbances, u, and k, we may use the method of undetermined
coefficients to obtain quasi—reduced form solutions for the real side
variables, R, and These solutions are linear functions of the firms'
"state variables", Ne_i, X1,u_1, kt, Eut, Etdt, and Eiui.
The functions we report now are not full reduced forms because they contain
endogenous variables, the conditional expectations of disturbances. The
determination of the expected values of these shocks requires the explicit
treatment of the inference problem described above involving the money market,
which is addressed in the next section.— 12—
Wedefine these quasi—reduced—form functions to be the following:
N =tN+tX+r u+rk +1Eu (12a)
t÷11t—1 12 t—1 13 t—1 14 t 15t t
+T Ed+tEu
16 t t 17t—1 t—1
R =1N+1 X+r u+Tk+1Eu (12b)
t 21 t—1 22 t—123 t—1 24 t 25 t t
+r Ed +r EU 26 t t 27 t—1 t—1
Y =t N+1 X+1u+Tk +T Eu (12c) t31 t—1 32 t—1 _33 t—1 _34 t t t
+r Ed +T Eu 36 t t÷37 t—1 t—1
The signs of the coefficients in the quasi—reduced—forms are recorded below
them.Expressions for these coefficients interms of the behavioral
parametersare reported in Appendix C. The appearance of three of the right—
hand—side variables in these expressions requires some additional
explanation. The terms Etu and Ed enter the decision rules for Nt,Rt and
because firms make their decisions about inventories, pricing and
production based on their beliefs about u and dt. The term E_iui enters
because of the permanent income expenditure function. Recall that is the
revision in beliefs about the discounted sum of future values of real
income. This revision is across the time t—1 and the time t information
sets. The perception of the value of discounted real income based on t—1
information depends on Etiuti, which in turn must enter the quasi—reduced
forms. Once we reach the level of full reduced forms in the next section, we
will interpret the coefficients.— 13—
III.The Monetary Side and the Agents' Inference Problem
In the last section we derived quasi—reduced—form functions for the
aggregate of firms' decisions concerning Nt, and Y. These functions are
not reduced forms because they depend on the currently determined endogenous
variables Eu and To derive the reduced form decision rules we must
solve for Eu and Ed using all of the information available to the
agents. That information consists of observations of demand and observations
of the variables that appear in the money—market equilibrium.
We assume that only domestic agents hold domestic money, and aggregate
money demand is given by the conventional specification
—
Pta0 —a1i
+ a1, a2 > 0, (13)
where m is the logarithm of money demand, Pt is the logarithm of the domestic
price level and i is the level of the domestic interest rate. The logarithm




where f(I) is a function relating current money to variables in the agents'
information set and Vt is the unsystematic portion of the money supply which
may include shocks to a money muliplier.13 The v shock is assumed to be a
white noise disturbance with finite variance which is uncorrelated with the
other disturbances in the model.
The agents know everything in I, which includes p, and part of
X. The part of X they do not know exactly is ut.'4 The agents do know that— 14—
themoney market is in equilibrium each period, and they use their information
to observe the signal
a =v —eu. (15)
t t2t
This Is the incipient excess supply of money that is corrected by movements of
the endogenous variables to keep the money market in equilibrium.'5
In addition, the agents see actual demand In the goods market, given in
(3). Since the agents.see and the information set includes and all
components of X other than the exact value of u, the observation of demand
gives the agents an observation of the signal
bt p2u + d. (16)
The inference problem of firms is to form Etut and Etdt from information on at
and bt. We assume that the agents use linear least squares projections to
form Eut and Ed.'6 Therefore,
Eu a + b (17a) tt uatubt
and
Ed daat + dbbt . (17b)
Reduced form expressions for Etut and Etdt are obtained by substituting from
(15) and (16) into (17a) and (17b) to yield— 15—
Eu=u+Ü) v +w d (18a) tt _uvt +udt
Ed =:dU+ (UdVt + (idddt , (18b)
where the signs of the w's are recorded below them and their expressions in
terms of the underlying parameters are recorded in Appendix D. Notice
that is negative implying that a positive monetary shock, v > 0,
contributes toward the perception of a negative Ut shock, as discussed above.
Full reduced form.expresslons for N, R and are obtained by
substituting from (18a) and (18b) into (12a) —(12c).Also, use (18a) dated






+ XN4kt + ANSdtl
+ AN6v1
+ AN7u + )tN8dt +
N9't
(19a)









AY1Nt_l + + Ay3u_i + Ay4k + AySdt_l
+ A6v_i + )ty7u + Ay8d + Ay9v .(19c)
The signs of the A coefficients are recorded below them, and the expressions
for the A's in terms of the underlying parameters are recorded in Appendix16 —




The aggregate Euler equations can be expressed as a second order
difference equation in Nt. Therefore, two possible solutions arise for AN1,
one greater than one and the other between zero and one. The solution we have
chosen for AN1 is the one between zero and one implying that inventories
evolve as a stable autoregression. All of the other coefficients we report
are predicated on this choice. Relative price and output are both higher for
lower values of Nti (i.e. AR1, A < 0) since firms try to replenish
inventory stocks when they are low by limiting demand and increasing
production.
xt—1
An increase in X_1 raises demand today and expected demand in all future
periods. An increase in X_j lowers inventory at t (AN2 < 0), since the
inventory is used to meet part of the demand, and it increases relative price
and output (AR2 ÀY2 > 0) to offset the increase in demand and to meet the
remaining demand with current production of goods.
U
t— 1
A positive value of last period's expenditure disturbance has its primary
impact through reducing expenditure and demand in the current period and in
all future periods. Such a disturbance causes consumers to run down their
asset stocks thereby lowering permanent income. There are other effects of
Ut_i that arise because only the inferred value of u_1 is available at time— 17—
t—1,but these effects do not offset the primary impact. Consequently., u_1
enters each of the reduced forms with coefficients whose signs are opposite to
the signs due to X l(AN3 > 0; AR3, Ày3 < 0).
k
t
The primary effect of a positive cost shock is to make production
relatively expensive in the period when such a shock occurs. There are other
effects of the shock through the revision in permanent income, but these do
not offset the primary.effect. A positive cost shock will cause firms to
lower current output (A4 < 0) and to try to limit some of current demand by
raising their average relative price (AR4 > 0).It is not optimal, however,
to raise prices so high that demand falls by as much as does production.
Firms therefore meet some of the discrepancy between production and demand by
reducing inventories (AN4 < 0).
di, v1
We work with a time—differenced version of the permanent income
expenditure function in order to eliminate agents' asset stocks from explicit
consideration. This differencing greatly simplifies some calculations, but at
the cost of removing a relevant state variable, real asset stocks, from the
final reduced forms. We were able to replace this state variable in the quasi
reduced form with X_1, and the innovation in permanent income. This
innovation is between the time t and the time t—1 information sets. Since the
disturbances v, Ut and d are not known precisely at t and v1, u1, and dtl
are not known precisely at t—1, the innovation in permanent income involves
the term u —Eu •Thedisturbances d and v enter the reduced
t—1 t—1 t—1 t.L ti.
form only through their roles in forming E_iu_1)718
and d
The primary effects of positive values of the two demand shocks, Ut, the
expenditure shock, and dt, the relative demand shock, are to increase demand
directly. Secondary effects of these shocks work through the revision in
permanent income and through the firms' inference problem. Since the
secondary effects never offset the primary effects, positive demand shocks
cause higher output (A7, ÀY8 > 0) ,higherrelative prices
(AR7, AR8 > 0), and lower inventories (AN7, ANS < 0).Itis optimal to meet
some of the demand shock with higher production, to limit some of the demand




The net money supply shock is Vt• It may be composed of a shock to high—
powered money plus a money multiplier shock less a money demand shock. Its
real effects are due entirely to agents' use of information in the money
market to sharpen perceptions about the two real demand shocks,Ut and dt.A
positive value of vt makes agents believe that u is negative and that dt is
positive, with the direct effects of the two on demand being equal but
opposite in sign. Since dt is more persistent than is u, the net effect on
firms' perceptions of the u and dt shocks is an increase output (A9 > 0).
The aggregated first order conditions equating marginal revenue from
sales to marginal cost of production is (10). Therefore, when a positivev
results in increased it must also result in increased R (A9 > 0).
Since marginal cost of production rises with Y, must rise along with to
give increased marginal revenue. Intuitively, when rises and rises,
cutting back demand, one would expect the difference between output and— 19
demand, the inventory change to be positive. We were never able to prove this
result in our model. The problem, of course, is the very complex expenditure
effect in demand. Once this effect is included, we cannot say what happens to
inventories 'N9 ?).
Aninteresting result in our model is AR9 > 0.A monetary shock raises
the price of domestic goods in terms of the price level. Sticky—price and
sticky—wage open economy models contain the opposite prediction. For example,
an important feature of the Dornbusch (1976) model is that nominal prices of
goads are predetermined in units of the currency of the producing country.
Unanticipated movements in exchange rates therefore change the relative prices
of home and foreign goods. In the Dornbusch model a money shock depreciates
the domestic currency raising the nominal and relative prices of foreign
goods.
In open economy sticky wage models such as Flood and Marion (1982) a
positive domestic money supply shock raises domestic output creating an
incipient excess supply of the home good and requiring a deterioration in the
domestic country's terms of trade. Therefore such models predict AR9 < 0.
In our model the money shock raises the relative price of domestic goods
in terms of the domestic price index. We assume the domestic price index, P,
is a linear homogeneous function of the average domestic currency price of
domestic goods, 'andthe average domestic currency price of foreign
goods, StHt ,whereS is the exchange rate quoted as the domestic currency
price of foreign currency, and is the average foreign currency price of
foreign goods,





with ar/a(/S) > 0.Therefore, our model produces a potentially testable
difference between models with nominal precommitments and flexible—price
models.
The problem with producing convincing versions of such tests is that the
results from the nominal precoinmitment models are predicated on money not
feeding back from currently determined endogenous variables while our results
are robust to such feedback as long as agents understand the nature of the
feedback. In the next section we present some empirical work designed to shed
light on the issue of the correlation between the terms of trade and a money
shock under the strong condition that money does not feedback on currently
determined endogenous variables.18
IV.EmpiricalInvestigation
In this section we conduct a limited empirical investigation of the
predictions of the model. As the previous section indicated, our
investigation focuses on the prediction of our model that an innovation in the
money supply is positively correlated with the relative price of the domestic
product in terms of a basket of domestic and imported consumption goods while
the other models predict a negative correlation.'9 All of the models predict
that innovations in output will be positively correlated with innovations in
the money supply.— 21—
Ourinvestigation of these issues is in the context of a four variable
unconstrained vector autoregression.20 The four variables are the logarithm
of real gross domestic product, the logarithm of real expenditure, a relative
price measure, and the rate of growth of the monetary base. We use two
alternative measures of the relative price, the export price index divided by
the consumer price index, which is denoted R, and the export price index
divided by the import price index, which is denoted R. As always,
interpretation of residual correlations from vector autoregressions is
difficult when contemporaneous values of the variables being studied are
simultaneously determined. Consequently, we assume that no contemporaneous
variables, other than the monetary disturbance, enter the money supply
equation. Under this assumption we can interpret the residual from the money
supply equation as the monetary innovation, and the correlations of the
monetary innovation with the other innovations provide evidence concerning our
model.
The results of our tests are presented in Table 1 for eight industrial
countries. The sample period for each dependent variable spans the last
quarter of 1973 to the last quartet of 1983. Each regression contains a
constant, two lags of each of the four variables, and quarterly dummy
variables. The statistical significance of the correlations is determined
from Fisher's Transform test. See Kendall and Stuart (1977, p. 419) for
details.
The overall impression from the contemporaneous correlations is the lack
of statistically significant correlations across all variables. Of the eighty
reported correlations other than between GDP and expenditure only sixteen have
marginal levels of significance as low as 0.10. This represents twenty
percent which is only slightly more than the ten percent that would be— 22—
expectedby chance from data that were uncorrelated. Consequently, these
results provide very little evidence that can be used to differentiate between
alternative explanations of. business cycles. In terms of support for the
nominal precommitment models versus our flexible price model, the results are
somewhat mixed. The only residual correlations between the relative price
variables and the monetary base that are statistically significant at the ten
percent level are found in the cases of Japan and Germany, and they are
positive as is predicted by our model. The same correlations are negative
though for France and the United Kingdom at the twelve and fourteen percent
levels of significance, respectively. Such mixed results do not lend strong
support to either viewpoint.
If the demand shocks are predominate relative to supply or cost shocks in
inducing variability In the data, the two types of models also give opposite
predictions regarding the residual correlation between the terms of trade and
real output. Our model predicts a positive correlation while the nominal
preconimitment models predict a negative correlation. Interpretation of these
results is complicated though by the fact that cost shocks tend to produce
negative correlation In both models. Hence, we present the contemporaneous
correlations between and merely in an effort to develop some potential
stylized facts for future research. The only really strong result is the
positive correlation between the terms of trade and output in Japan. The
Italian case is particularly perplexing since the correlation changes sign and
is significantly different from zero for the two alternative definitions of
the terms of trade.
As we noted before, both sets of models predict significant positive
correlation between the monetary base and real output. Since these
correlations are generally insignificantly different from zero, only the— 23
results for the United Kingdom provide some weak support for this
hypothesis. Such a finding may represent contemporaneous feedback from the
real economy to the money supply that would cast doubt on the validity of the
other interpretations as well.
V. Conclusions
In this paper we developed a model of the open—economy business cycle
that may someday prove useful in distinguishing between alternative
explanations of the transmission mechanism of monetary policy. The model is
general enough to be solved in alternative ways which are representative of
the information—confusion models and the nominal precommitment models that are
the chief explanations of nonneutrality of money.
Our initial empirical investigation with relatively short quarterly time
series suggested that there is not strong statistical significance between
ihnovations In the monetary base and innovations in the terms of trade. This
is unfortunate because the two types of models predict alternative signs for
this correlation. One potential problem in conducting the empirical analysis
is the need to make strong a priori restrictions on the lack of
contemporaneous feedback from the real economy to the money supply. Relaxing
this assumption is a difficult and challenging area for future empirical
research.
Theoretical extensions of this analysis are somewhat more
straightforward. Extension to a two country model can he accomplished by
Including foreign expenditure in domestic demand and domestic expenditure in
foreign demand. Such an extension would add two disturbances to the model,
the foreign expenditure disturbance and the foreign money supply— 24—
disturbance.It would also add two markets to the model, the market for
foreign money and the market for foreign goods. Consequently, while agents
would observe additional informative aggregates, there would be additional
disturbances added to the inference problem making the results of inference





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Theinformation—confusion models are often referred to as equilibrium
theories whereas the nominal precommitment models are sometimes labeled
disequilibrium. Both types of models are abstractions since they impose
some assumptions about the opportunities available for mutually
advantageous trade and postulate constraints faced by economic agents.
The assumption that certain types of markets for transmitting information
fail to exist seems to us no more fundamental than assuming what type of
contractual structure agents employ in labor markets.
2 Other open—economy business cycle models employing the islands paradigm
include Saidi (1980) and Kimbrough (1983). Other nominal—precommitment
models include Weber (1981), Flood and Marion (1982), Marston (1982), and
Aizenman and Frenkel (1983). Stockman and Koh (1984) examine the open—
economy implications of the two types of models in a nonnested framework
in an attempt to differentiate between the competing paradigms.
The cost smoothing inventory model was developed by Holt, et. al. (1960)
and Lovell (1961). Recently, it has been used in industry analysis by
Blanchard (1983) and Eichenbaum (1983, 1984). Blinder (1982) examines
the microeconomics of the model in detail claiming that it serves as a
basis for nominal price stickiness, but there is no money in his model.
Hence, hisanalysisapplies only to relative prices. A similar mistake
plagues the analysis in AmihudandMendelson (1982). Brunner, Cukierman,
and Meltzer (1983) consider a complete macroeconomic framework that
includes inventory holding by firms who are motivated to avoid
stockouts. They also stress the importance of the permanence of shocks
as an explanation of macroeconomic fluctuations. We note that the
inventory mechanism per se is not crucial to the economics here. Very
similar results could have been obtained with output adjustment costs or
with investment in capital goods.
Ourdefinitionof persistence is given in Appendix B where we generalize
Blinder's (1982) Theorem 1. Blinder demonstrated that a cost smoothing
inventory holding firm responds more strongly with its price and output,
the larger is the coefficient, p, in the first order autoregressive
process for the demand shock, =—1
+V,where Vt is white noise.
Unlike Flavin who treated the real income process as exogenous, our model
treats real income as an endogenous variable.
6 In this paper we are only concerned with the determination of real
variables. Consequently, we do not need to make many assumptions about
the exogeneity of foreign variables in order to obtain our results. In
solving the- model for its nominal variables, such assumptions are
crucial. The only important exogenity assumption in our model is that
the level of foreign expenditure is exogenous to domestic disturbances.
As a trivial example, consider each firm as producing goods of a color
particular to that firm. Demand for a particular color of goods depends
on the relative price of that color and may be identified with a
particular firm, yet it is meaningful to discuss the total number of
goods produced in the economy.— 28—
8 The domestic price level is a function of.domestic currency prices of
domestic and foreign goods. Therefore, R, for example, is a function
of the relative price of firm j's output n terms of foreign goods.
We assume that each agent sets his expenditure from the permanent income
model, knows his ownexpenditureshock and knows his ownrelativedemand
shock. At the individual level, however, each of these shocks is
composed of two elements: an individual specific element and a
contribution to the aggregate. Let e be individual i's expenditure
shock, and let f be the individual i's relative demand shock.
Suppose there are N domestic agents and N* foreign agents
* . —
whereN and N are very large. We set e =Nu + w ,andwe impose w= 0.
* i=l
N+N
We also set =(N+N)dt
+ with 0, It follows for large
1=1
N and N* and finite variances of all the disturbanëes that the
individuals observations of e and f yield no useful information about
the aggregate disturbances, Ut and dt. This set of assumptions is, we
think, not essential to the results of this paper. Our results follow
without differential information across agents, and it seems unlikley to
us that including differential information would reverse anything.
10Since aggregate inventories include goods—in—process as well as final
goods, one must be careful in interpreting the implications of this
positive correlation as evidence for or against particular models.
McCallum (1984) provides a simple demonstration that cost disturbances
allow output and changes in final goods inventories to be positively
correlated.
The cost structure Implies that firms find backlogs to be optimal in a
steady state. Since both firm and aggregate inventories can be negative,
the cost structure also implies an incentive for each firm's inventory
stock to be opposite in sign from average inventories, Nt_i =Nti/J,
since 51N1 Ni =d1j
+1J i(Ni_
Becausea firm's
costs also increase with (N_1)2, the firm's choice of N1 is well
defined.
12The special case of J +isin fact the only situation where our
equilibrium Is entirely satisfactory. The problem with a finite J is— 29—
thatwe neither have explicit costs of entry nor do we allow firms to
account for reactions by other firms in their decision problem. Our set
up with J +isa competitive solution to the model. It is not
surprising, however, that with linear demand and identical quadratic
costs across firms, the reduced form equations for aggregates are
essentially the same across a number of equilibrium concepts. In a
problem much like ours, Eichenbaum (1983) has shown that decision rules
at the industry level of an unknown number, J, of firms acting as (i)
perfect competitors, (ii) a J—plant monopolist and (iii) Nash competitors
are equivalent up to a term whose coefficient depends only on J.
Consequently, we expect the qualitative properties of our results to be
robust to a variety of industrial organizations of which the competitive
case we examine should not be a very special case.
13
The Vtshockcan also be interpreted as including a disturbance to money
demand. Hence, it may be interpreted as the unsystematic part of the
excess supply of money.
14Examine (4) and recall that agents know X1, u and by
construction. The only potential part of X no n the agents'
information set is some part of Ut.
15Since we are unconcerned in this paper with the determination of nominal
variables, we do not specify the exact functional relationship between
and the underlying nominal goods prices. All that is required to derive
(15) is that agents know i, know how to form t from their observations
on nominal prices, and know the parameters of the money demand function
and f(I).
16See Sargent (1979) for a discussion of signal extraction and linear least
squares projections. The •coefficientsin (17a) and (17b) are recorded
in the Appendix.
17Our model is classical in the terminology of McCallum (1979). McCallum
argues that only the innovation In the money supply will affect real
variables in a classical model. The fact that appears in the
reduced forms is attributable to the fact that we hive eliminated a state
variable. This effect is analyzed by McCallum.
18Our empirical work is conditioned strongly not just to be consistent with
the nominal precommitment models. If we were to allow feedback from
current endogenous variables to money, we would have to model the money
supply process with much more care in each of countries studied.
19In our model only the unperceived part of the money shock has real
effects whereas the full unanticipated shock has real effects In models
with nominal precommitments. The empirical work of Barro and Hercowitz
(1980) and Boschen and Grossman (1982) is addressed to this issue, and
the evidence is interpreted as unfavorable to the unperceived money
hypothesis. See Flood and Hodrick (1985 Section V) for a discussion of
the issues and some criticisms of the methodology.— 30-
20Although the solution of the model is a constrained vector
autoregression, we were unable to estimate it because of lack of data on
final goods inventories across countries. Elimination of Nt_i as a state
variable induces the entire past history of the other endogenous
variables as the new state. Estimation and inference require truncation
of the AR process.— 31 —
Appendixes
A.The Firm's Problem
The individual firm solves the problem stated in text (1) using the
revenue definitions contained in (2)—(6) and the cost function definitions in
(7) and (8), subject to an initial condition on N1. When (9) is used to
remove YP from the firm's problem, a pair of sequences of Euler
equations result from the maximization of (1) with respect to the choice






+ T3JP3[J'D — Jp3(R1 — + N1— N-÷1111
=0 (Al)
i=0,1,•'.








=0 . (A2)— 32—
Theseequations hold for each of the firms, j= i,2,.''J.Equations (10) and
(11) are obtained from (Al) and (A2) in two steps. First, since the
information sets are identical across firms, we add the equations across
firms. Second, we have reported the limiting versions (J +o)of our
aggregate Euler equations for date t.
B.A Generalization of Blinder's Theorem
Since the generalization of Blinder's theorem does not involve cost
shocks and does not require explicit treatment of the expenditure term in the
demand function, we specialize our model by setting k+i0, 1 =0,1,' and
by letting the demand for home goods have the simple form
D =—p +z (A3)
where z Includes all elements of equation (3) except the relative price










By substituting the demand function (A3) into the transition law for
inventories, we obtain
= + z+N_ Nt_i • (A6)— 33—
Use(A6) to eliminate y÷i from (A4) and (A5), and use the revised (A4) to
eliminate ER+j and from the revised (A5). The result is a second
order linear difference equation involving N at three dates and z at two
dates. The solution of this equation is
N =r +irN+ AEz (A7) t 10 11 t—11=0
where is a constant, 0 < < 1, (ir is reported more fully in Appendix
C)and
A0 =— 121(1+ y2p1) , — 1< < 0
A1 [ay2/(1 +y2p11(1
+A0),0 < A1 < 1
+y2p1)JA11
j2,3,•••
where 1 + (111)y2a]/(1 + y2p1)
It follows that
= +iiNi + A0z + A1 Ez÷i(2I(1 + ))i
i—i
Therefore, using equation (A6) obtain
(1 + Pi12)'{z + ÷ - +A0z + A1Ez+j(12/(1 +
1=1— 34—
Ademand disturbance will alter z and the expected future values of the
z's. In particular 3Ez
=(1+ 1 + A0+ A1 :÷1i2/(1+i21))j.
Since —1< A0 < 0, (1 + A0) > 0.Further, A1 > 0. Therefore, larger values
aE z
of (.r/(l+Yt))1 will magnify the effect of z and
it is reasonable to define a z disturbance to be more persistent, the larger
is its impact on this Infinite sum.
C.Solutions to the Firms' Problems
When we solved the firm—level problem for the set of quasi—reduced forms
(12a) —(12c)we accomplished the solution in two steps. First, we treated
— I thepermanent income Innovation, (E —Ei)(1
—a)R÷1Y+1a 1=0
as a white noise disturbance, Second, we solved for £ using the
underlying disturbances. When solving for c, we used the linearization (6)
for real income, For the convenience of readers we duplicate our
two step solution procedure here.
Step One
Nt =T
iiN 1 + ffi2Xt_i + ii 13u
+
+ i5E u + it 16E d + r17c(A8)
where
={A-{A2-(4/a)J112},0 < < 1, A fi+(1/a) +— 35—
— — (1—a)p2,r11/(1 —
—< "12 <'
"13 = — 0 < "13
"1512(1 — "I — 2'll '15 < 0
,n16 "15 < P21T16 < 0,
"17"12' "17 <
2iN_i+22Xj + + T24k+25Eu
+26Etdt+ 27c(A9)
where
'21'U1)121(1 +2'1' "21 < 0
'22 22 +12)h'(1






y2p1) 0 < '24
'25 =12(1
—'l12 + T12)/(1








27 ="'22' < "27
Y =r N +71X+71 u+r k +71Eu+71Ed+71 (A10)
t 31 t•-1 32 t—1 33 t—1 34 t 35t t 36 t t 37 t
31 = 1)1(1+ ' "31
<
32 = +













Recallthat (Es— Et 1)(K0+ K1Rt+j + K2Y+i)a
.Since is a
function only of the innovations in the time t information set, we postulate:
+ + *3Ed + 7j4(uEiui) . (All)
The values of the icoefficientsmay he obtained by the method of undetermined
coefficients using the intermediate solutions (A8), (A9) and (AlO) in the— 37 —
definitionof £with(All) everywhere replacing This results in
=(y2*)(1
—)(1—11a)H2(1 ilu + +
2(K1—K2p1)(l — ir11)J,*
< 0
















Tosign these coefficients we imposed two conditions: (i) that the
demand curve be downward sloping with respect to (the Marshall—Lerner
condition) and (ii) that the marginal propensity to consume the home good be
between zero and one. At the point of linearization income is equal to
expenditure. Therefore the demand function maybewritten as
D p0—p1R+p2(K0 + K1R +c2Y).
TheMarshall—Lerner condition requires
(p2K1 —p1)< 0 or (K2p2) K1 —
K2p1< 0. Since K2p2 is the marginal propensity
toconsume the home good, we impose 0 (1. It follows
that K1 —
K2p1< 0.To sign the expression for
*weneeded to know the sign of 1 —K22, whichis non—negative by
0K2
(1,and the sign of K1—K21, whichis negative.— 38—
StepThree
The next step in obtaining a solution is to use (All) in (A8)—(Al0) to
obtain text equations (12a) —(12c).The following coefficients result from
this substitution:
equation (12a)
111 = >0 , 0<21< 1































Forthe coefficients T13 114, 115, 124 125 and 135 the terms involving the
qs are of opposite signs than the original (e.g., it13 > 0, iT17 i4<0). In
every case, however, the terms with iv's attached do not influence the sign of
the t coefficients. (Proofs available on request.)
D. Signal Extraction
Agents in our model see two pieces of data, at and bt, which are useful






Linear least squares projections of Ut and dt onto a and bt result in
Eu =w u +ui v +w d ttuutuvtudt
Ed =w u +w vw d ttdutdvt+ udt
where
—1 222 222 cu =2 (paa +cza) >0,
uu 2uv 2ud
—1 22
Ci)2 (—7) <0, uv 2ud
—122
Wd 2'ud > 0
—1 2 2
du =(2) > 0
—1 22
dv =2a2Uad) > 0— 41—
—122 222
Wdd = + > 0
—1222 22 222—1
c={p J 2uvvd 2ud
and is the variance of j for j =u,d, v. Recall also that u, d, and v
are assumed to be mutually and serially uncorrelated.
E.Final Reduced Forms
The final reduced formsolutionsof the model are given in equations
(19a) —(19c).They are obtained by substituting the results of the inference
problem for Etut, Etdt and Et_iut_i in the semi—reduced forms given in
equations (12a) —(12c).The reduced form coefficients are given by the
following:
—equation(19a)
AN1 1L>0, 0< AN1 < 1
XN2 12< 0 , — <AN2 < 0













A =(71+ ir T)w+(ii + 71I,) <0







A = IT+ R741 )<0
R3 R3 uu
AR471R4 R7'1 > 0
A=—
R5 R7'4''ud > 0
A 71
R6 R7*4Wuv < 0
A= (r+iti )w+(ii+ itTI, )w > 0
R7 R5 R7 2 uu R6 R7 3 du
ARS= (it+ it TI,)w+ (it+ itiI, )w> 0
R5R72 ud R6R73 dd
A=Or +71









A=(1 Y5 /'T2P5 > 0
A =(1 Y6 /12)AR6 > 0
A =(1 Y7 /Y2)AR7 > 0
A =(1
Y8 /Y2)A8 > 0
A=(1 Y9 /r2)AR9 > 044
Data Appendix
All data were obtained from a magnetic tape of the International Monetary
Funds' International Financial Statistics. The tape provides nominal and real
(base 1980) figures for gross domestic product for four of our countries, the
United Kingdom, Italy, France, and Switzerland. For the United States,
Canada, Japan, and Germany only nominal GDP was available. Our output measure
(Y) was real GDP where available and was constructed to be nominal GDP
divided by the GNP deflator for the latter four countries. Real expenditure
is real CD? plus imports minus exports. Real expenditure (Xe) was constructed
by adding the nominal trade balance to nominal GDP and dividing by either the
nominal GDP or GNP deflator. The relative price (R) was constructed as
export prices divided by consumer prices while the alternative definition of
the relative price or terms of trade (R) was constructed as the export price
divided by the import price. All estimation uses the second quarter of 1973
as the earliest lag, and the final observation op the dependent variables is
the fourth quarter of 1983 for the U.S., the U.K., Germany, and Canada.
France and Switzerland end in 1983:3, Italy in 1982:4, and Japan in 1983:1.— 45—
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